Inhibition of bone marrow-derived natural suppressor activity by glucocorticoids and its reversal by IFN-gamma or IL-2.
Natural suppressor (NS) activity is mediated by cells (NS cells) of bone marrow origin with ability to suppress nonspecifically proliferative responses of lymphocytes. Here we show that pharmacologic concentrations (10(-6)-10(-8) M) of glucocorticoids (GC) greatly inhibit NS activity, as detected by coculturing bone marrow and spleen cells stimulated with B cell (LPS) or T cell (concanavalin A) mitogens. Progesterone antagonizes GC-mediated inhibition of NS activity, suggesting that GC were acting through a receptor-dependent mechanism. A prior treatment of NS cells with GC (10(-5) M) has no effect on the NS activity mediated by these cells. GC are required in culture during the first 24 hr of the suppressor assay. Addition of low amounts of IFN-gamma to GC-treated cultures fully reverses NS cell-mediated suppression. IL-2 produces a reversion as well, while addition of IL-3 or IL-4 does not prevent the GC effect. Neutralizing anti-IFN-gamma antibodies, but not anti-IL-2 or anti-TGF-beta, greatly inhibit NS activity in absence of GC. Taken together, these results indicate that GC inhibit NS activity by impairing endogenous cytokine production required to obtain successful NS cell activation, and not by acting directly on NS cells (i.e., inhibiting the secretion of putative NS factors). Among the cytokines involved in NS cell activation, IFN-gamma appears to be critical, since its addition readily overrides the GC effect and its neutralization results in strong inhibition of NS activity.